
 

 

 

Write-up by Jerry Colman 

A rather chilly, grey and damp morning with a moderate Westerly breeze welcomed the 14 
racing crews (and of course safety boat crew) to Injebreck on Sunday morning. The cloud 
swirled around the hillsides releasing a fine, cool mist which pretty quickly soaked anything 
exposed to it including (we subsequently found) the stalwart OOD’s timing system. 
Out on the water, the valley was directing the wind up the lake for the first start so we lined up 
behind the start line to head upwind for the first mark down by the dam 5 minutes after the first 
gun. However due to a discontinuity in the space time continuum (caused by said mist) the start 
went off a few seconds early so those who had been hanging back to get some speed up over 
the line were startled into action a bit promptly. 
Nevertheless the fleet proceeded with the three very shiny Devoti Zeros of Mike Pridham, 
Andrew Dean and Mike Swales providing a fine sight sailing in line abreast while the bunch of 
Lasers of various ilks battled and dodged about looking for a useful shift or a little more 
pressure. and the Flying Fifteen sailed by Jason Corlett and Chris Hill maintained stately 
progress down the lake with a bit of added momentum helping her through the light patches. 
Peter Cope and Jim Whitelegg (Junior Midshipman and Senior Captain of the fleet) threatened 
from the back of the fleet in the Tera and the Gull by sailing effectively through the gusts and 
lulls while holding handicaps that the rest of the fleet would prefer not to think about.  
Across to the other side for the run back downwind to the top of the lake we found more wind, 
out of the shadow of the Western hillside, and the light but generously canvassed Devoti’s 
accelerated away, pulling out a bit of a gap to most, although the Flying Fifteen with kite up was 
not that far back as they approached the top mark. 
The Lasers (Simon Pressley, Ralph Kee, James Penn, James Arnold and Jerry Colman) also 
got up on the plane when they found the gusts with Tim Cope sailing a 2000 single handed 
while flying his asymmetric kite and Arthur Banks-Jones in the Byte chasing us down. 
As we approached the top mark it became clear that the valley had been unable to bend the 
wind all the way up the lake so that just before one reached the mark the wind stopped dead, 
reversed direction, went round in circles both vertical and horizontal and generally behaved as 
anyone who has sailed much at Injebreck would come to expect. 
This resulted in a bit of a re-start each lap, giving new hope to those at the back of the fleet 
every lap, but mostly the cream rose and after three or four laps (depending on boat speed) 
Pridham and Dean had obtained the necessary margin and filled the podium. 
For the second race, an intermediate mark was introduced to make the starting beat more 
directly upwind but after this the course was the same again. The wind however had other ideas 
and now started reversing and circulating when we were only half way back up the lake so that 
boats at opposite ends of the lake were at times beating to windward in opposite directions. You 
needed a good sense of direction to remember which way to go.  
The OOD has to decide when to start finishing the race and with the fleet spread all round the 
course he took the excellent decision to hoist the finish flag just before your correspondent 
crossed the line, so I was first to finish and those in front of me had to complete another lap. As 
it went flat calm on some of them at that time this resulted in an unexpected bonus as well as 
the honour of being first back to the boat park. So far my only plaudit in the Injebreck series this 
winter season. 
Racing is every Sunday up to April 2nd and then its back on the sea with Ramsey’s Easter 
Regatta on April 15th. We look forward to welcoming a strong fleet again this year. 
Many thanks to our sponsor Rob Cowell of Bourne Plaice, Yogi and Ian Quayle for OOD and 

 



  

Helen and Emily Kee in the safety boat. Full results can be found on the club Website and 
Facebook page. 
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